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Abstract: Nowadays, the mere sale of physical products is often no longer sufficient for the long-term success of companies. Actually, the combination of physical products with services as a product-service bundle should be offered. Based on this initial situation, this article provides an analysis model for the plant manufacturer industry with a special focus on the maturity level of services. The analysis model shows both, the existent level of service maturity in a company and the steps, which are required to the next higher level of maturity in this model. After the theoretical conception of the model, it is validated practically through a questionnaire and a service maturity portfolio. The outcome shows, on the one hand the content suitability of the maturity model and on the other, it provides initial conclusions concerning the present service degree of maturity in companies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing global convergence of producers and consumers, companies have already recognized that the sale of their high-quality physical products is no longer sufficient to establish a long-term market presence. Especially plant manufacturers are characterized by homogeneity in terms of technology and quality. Therefore, products are more and more similar to the customer and, consequently, exchangeable. A form of market differentiation that counteracts this trend is to extend the classic product portfolio with product-related services. The resulting product-service bundle can generate additional revenues and thus lead to a sustainable competitive advantage. As a result, differentiation from competition can be achieved [1].

However, entering the service market requires innovative ideas that may ultimately lead to a modification of the existing business model of the company. In some companies such changes are already recognizable, in many others, especially SMEs, the service idea is not yet far advanced [2].

Although there are many approaches to the creation of innovative services in theory [3-7], decisions for new services are often merely based on instinct in practice. Although this procedure is likely to be successful in a few cases, many companies will potentially fail when applying this strategy. It can be argued that a systematic approach for the development of innovative services is necessary in order to increase the chance of success. In order to implement this development in a structured manner, it is necessary to determine which characteristics the future services should have. Basically, the expression "service" is a broad term, ranging from simple support activities (e.g. warranty services, training, commissioning) to production improvements at the customer site (e.g. process optimization, modernization). In its highest form of expression, services can even be understood as new business opportunities for the provider. In order to determine the service characteristics, maturity models, representing the different forms of services in companies, have been established in recent years.

In the course of this paper, an analysis approach for the plant manufacturer industry will be provided with special focus on the maturity level of services. The utilized maturity model (Fig. 3) indicates in which level of service maturity the company is currently located and which innovative service can be derived from it. It also clarifies which steps are required to reach the next higher level of the maturity model.

In order to achieve these objectives, a theoretical analysis of the topic service engineering is provided in the beginning of this paper. This literature review includes success factors, reasons for failed services as well as the description of a procedure plan for service development. Next, different maturity models, which describe an evolutionary path of services, are discussed and compared. This forms the basis for the development of a five-level maturity model for service engineering. Finally, the practical application of the maturity model is discussed in detail.

2 SERVICE ENGINEERING

Due to manifold reasons (e.g. increasing competitive intensity, shorter product life cycles, complex markets) plant manufacturers are currently facing challenges to remain successful in the long term [8]. To counteract this development new strategies are necessary. One possibility is the extension of the classic product portfolio with services and, thus, offering an individual product-service bundle [6-10]. Depending on the sector of a company, its customer structure and the offered products, different types of services can be distinguished for such bundle: [11-13]

- Service as a product support or sales support.
- Service to assist users and customers, providing knowledge about the machine and its processes.
- Service to support the customer's business, whereby even individual processes migrate away from the customer and implementation becomes the sole task of the provider (also called "extended workbench").

Service Engineering uses well-known and established methods of product development in the service area in order to support the identification of latent potentials in the service processes, to develop new industrial opportunities and to improve the quality of services [14]. The efficient and systematic use of service engineering methods aims at achieving various objectives: An important objective is the development of services of superior quality. On the one
hand, this includes the quality of the final service in a short, medium and long-term range. On the other hand, quality means the reduction of undesirable developments, and the increase of successful service innovations. Based on this, lower development costs and reduced time-to-market can be achieved. The quality of services is also reflected in customer satisfaction. Active participation of the customer during the service development process can also have a positive impact on the satisfaction level in terms of the quality. Another objective is customer orientation, which is also related to the aforementioned points. It is important to adapt new services in order to fulfill the customers’ needs and wishes and, to involve the customers in the development process. This will increase customer satisfaction and results in a long-term customer relationship [15, 16].

In order to introduce the product-service bundle successfully on the market, systematic service development is required. Otherwise, the service is doomed to fail with high probability. According to Spath et al. [17] about 45% of newly developed services fail within the first year of their launch. There are different reasons for failure: Firstly, the decision to develop new services is often made based on instinct alone and, therefore, not sufficiently thought through. This unsystematic approach can usually be explained by the fact that employees are not adequately aware of appropriate methods and tools for such service innovation. Secondly, customer needs are insufficiently taken into account. Thirdly, daily business has also negative impact on the development of new services. Due to the employees’ high workload, innovation cannot be carried out adequately. As a consequence, possible weak points are not likely to be immediately recognized [18-20].

To reduce the likelihood of failure of a service innovation, a systematic service development approach is required. Service engineering provides a suitable framework to resolve this issue. The development of services should be systematized with clearly defined steps and corresponding activities. For this purpose, different process models are described in literature [17]. Prototyping mock-ups or iterative phase approaches are preferable for the development of complex services. For less extensive services, simple linear procedures are sufficient [15-16; 19]. In general, these process models are divided into separate phases, which run sequentially or iteratively, as seen in Fig. 1. At the beginning (phase 1) ideas for new services are generated both within the company (e.g. R&D department) and/or with external support (e.g. customer survey). An initial rough estimation of whether the idea is marketable or not, is already conducted in this early stage.

As seen in Fig. 1, earlier procedures just make a rough estimation of whether the idea is marketable or not, is already conducted in this early stage. In a subsequent in-depth analysis (phase 2), the idea must be merged with the requirements of the customer and the company. In the design phase, the results of the previous analysis are merged into a service specification and considered a starting point for the creation of a service model and a marketing concept (phase 3). During the subsequent concept phase, a plan, which includes the necessary steps for the service implementation, is created (phase 4). If the new service is ready for usage, it will be finally checked and implemented in the market afterwards (phase 5-6) [15].

Especially phases 1 to 4 are very complex and time-consuming. At the same time, these early phases before and during the development of the service are of crucial importance for later success. Important, and above all, correct decisions must be made during these phases, although the level of information is usually low and often only assumptions can be made [21].

3. MATURITY MODEL

The development of a company from a purely plant manufacturer to a provider of product-service bundles requires a step by step approach as well as the acquisition of additional skills. Systematic maturity models make vital contributions in this change process [22].

3.1 Maturity Models in Literature

Maturity models are based on the assumption that there are predictable patterns in the development of organizations. These patterns can be described as evolutionary stages or maturity levels and represent a logical or desired evolutionary path to the highest maturity [23-24]. Maturity models have been developed in the field of software design in recent decades and have mostly been used in large companies (e.g. for risk minimization during IT implementations) [25]. Nowadays the application of maturity models is no longer limited to the IT sector and large companies. Rather, diverse application scenarios are known (e.g. purchasing [26]; automotive industry [27]; quality management [28]). As visualized in the following Fig. 2, maturity models for the service area are discussed by different authors [23, 29-34].

As seen in Fig. 2, earlier procedures just make a rough division of the maturity stages. For example, in the approach of Beyer [29] (2007) three levels of maturity of service developments within companies are identified. Beyer postulated that a pure manufacturer does not have strong ambitions to offer services as part of his portfolio. The subsequent service providing manufacturer perceives services as an opportunity to increase the profit margin and to use the direct customer feedback to produce closer to the market. In the third stage of the Maturity Model according to Beyer a manufacturing company has become a
producing service provider, offering the customer a holistic solution [31]. By contrast, in later models (e.g. [2]) a finer breakdown of maturity stages is made. Yet, the rough division of maturity stages may provide a first guideline. In practice, however, a more detailed breakdown seems more appropriate for the derivation of tangible measures for the service development.

3.2 Five-Level Maturity Model for Service Engineering

The models previously discussed, represent the basis for the derivation of the maturity model of service engineering. Based on these well-known approaches the development phases of services are also subdivided into five different maturity levels (Fig. 3). The maturity model of service engineering contains a range of services within each level. Depending on complexity and extent of the respective services, certain skills are necessary in order to implement the service successfully within the company. Through the utilization of the model, companies are able to classify their current range of services and either fully exploit the potential of each stage or evolve in such manner to reach the next higher level.

Companies that are in level 0 offer no significant services except consulting services to support the customer with the purchasing decision. Services that operate in the maturity levels 1 to 3 are offered in addition to the classic product. Therefore, companies focus on the sale of the physical product, while the offered services just serve to support and improve the product. Within levels 4 and 5 the service is offered as an independent and new business model. Therefore, the focus is no longer on the sale of the product, but on the availability of the equipment to the customer. Overall, services from level 1 to 3 promote the sale of the product, while in level 4 and 5 the sale of the service is focal and facilitates the sale of the product. The levels within the model build on each other. This means that, for example, level 3 can only be achieved if the services in the lower levels are adequately mastered [2]. An in-depth description of the levels can be found in the following chapter 3.4.

The selection of services as well as their respective level was made with focus on plant manufacturers. If the maturity model is being applied to other industries, the services have to be adjusted. Objective and valid results can only be achieved through industry-specific adaptation of the model, which are also suitable for benchmark comparisons.
3.3 Maturity-Levels in Detail

Companies that are in the first level of the maturity model for service engineering offer services to their customer in order to help to manufacture their products. This includes the installation and commissioning of plants, but also financing options or guarantees as sale support. In the second level, the production-performance of the customer is supported directly at the customer site. At this level you can find conventional services, such as after-sales and spare parts management, preventive maintenance, inspections or repair services. In the third level an optimized use of goods is ensured by the support of services in order to reduce costs on the customer side through optimized processes [40]. Such services can include e.g. the modernization of facilities through new components as well as process optimization based on know-how transfer, and trainings or the application of lean production methods.

Furthermore, the availability of the machines and their utilization can be increased by means of further remote service. By the use of remote diagnostics, defective parts can be detected early. Thus, preventive maintenance and repair measures can alleviate problems before costly equipment failure [36]. At an advanced stage of remote service, customer operating data and parameters are remotely analyzed and adapted. As a result, for example, the output is increased or the energy / material consumption is reduced. With this application, the company is relatively deeply involved in data analytics [37-39]. From the fourth level onwards, the focus of the company is no longer the sale of the physical product, but the availability of the equipment at the customer for which user fees may be charged on pay-one-availability models. The main interest of the manufacturer is the permanent operational readiness of the plant, as the customer pays depending on the technical availability. The advantage of such a model is that the customer does not have to make large investments. This is an advantage which can be considered particularly important in the SME sector [36]. In performance contracting, the company provides a service-bundle at a fixed price to the customer. This bundle includes a physical product (e.g. plant, machine) in combination with a specific performance target (e.g. a certain plant availability of 95%) and a full service over a certain period. Although the product is used by the customer, it remains the legal property of the manufacturer. Thus, the manufacturer bears the risk of default, but not the responsibility for the employees or the management [30, 36, 38]. In the final fifth level of the model, in addition to the plant or machine, the manufacturer also provides the operating personnel and handles the full amount of in-kind contribution. This represents an extension of performance contracting from the fourth stage. In this case, the service-providing company also assumes the risks relating to the operation management, as well as operating errors and misuse [30].

4 METHODOLOGY

The introduced maturity model for service engineering should now be validated concerning its practical applicability. For this, a simple validation method is designed on the basis of theoretical knowledge and tested by industry experts afterwards. The results of this method are intended to verify, on the one hand, the content suitability of the maturity model. On the other hand, the results aim at providing initial conclusions regarding the present service level maturity in companies. The validation method consists of a questionnaire, by means of which companies assess their serviceability. The development of the questionnaire showed that a simple classification into only one of the described maturity levels does not make sense in practice. This can be explained by the fact that hardly any company actually performs services only on one level. Rather, it is a combination of different services, which in turn are assigned to separate maturity levels. For this reason, all services that are included within maturity model are thematically clustered. The clustering results in five different service areas (pre-sales consulting, support, expertise, production and plant availability), represent the essential services offered by industrial plant manufacturers.

These areas are subsequently assigned different services, which simultaneously represent the various forms of maturity (see Fig. 4). In addition, the services are described with an easily understandable sentence in order to facilitate the response process in the questionnaire. The basis for the preparation of the questionnaire, in particular the associated services, was upstream literature analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Pre-Sales Consulting</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Expertise</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Plant Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Quoting</td>
<td>Maintenance (foreign products)</td>
<td>Mounting</td>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Guarantee</td>
<td>Commissioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Simulation</td>
<td>Remote Service 2</td>
<td>Hotline</td>
<td>Performance Contracting</td>
<td>Performance Contracting</td>
<td>Modernization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Experiments / Tests</td>
<td>Service Level Agreement</td>
<td>Knowhow-Transfer</td>
<td>Contract Manufacturing</td>
<td>Performance Contracting</td>
<td>Pay on Availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Process-optimization</td>
<td>Contract Manufacturing</td>
<td>Pay per Unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 Services in separate levels

In the next step, the experts for the survey were selected. In order to obtain a qualified statement about the practical applicability of the maturity model, the experts must already have both, experience in manufacturing and initial experience in the service area. Both criteria apply to the participants of the working group "Service Design & Engineering". The group consists of representatives from different Austrian manufacturing companies and aims to
further develop the range of services by working together and learning from best practices. In total, 20 companies of the working group were invited to participate in the survey, whereby finally, nine experts from different companies completed the questionnaire. Afterwards, the results were evaluated, visualized and discussed with the company representatives. In the course of the discussion, not only the results, but also the contents of the questionnaire were critically reflected.

Generally, the validation method allows companies to classify their maturity level supported by the questionnaire. This enables companies to independently identify which services they already offer at the respective level and what kind of services are needed to reach a higher level.

5 RESULTS AND PRACTICAL APPLICATION

In Fig. 5 an exemplary result of the maturity questionnaire completed by a plant manufacturer is shown. The range of services of this plant manufacturer is illustrated and shows that he offers specific services in the pre-sales phase. As part of the company's support services to the customer, standard services such as assembly are offered. In addition, the customer is provided with a financing possibility by a business partner of the provider. Furthermore, the customer can use the remote maintenance service in order to receive regular software updates. With the sale of the plant to the customer also expertise is handed over. Besides a detailed system documentation, the manufacturer also offers trainings for employees. For short-term information, a service hotline is implemented by the plant manufacturer. On the production side, the manufacturer guarantees perfect technical operation of the system. In addition, the customer has the option to order spare parts from the manufacturer. Next to this, the manufacturer offers a certain level of performance to ensure plant availability. This includes the preparation for use and the commissioning in the course of a trial operation. Furthermore, the manufacturer carries out standardized maintenance and servicing in a contractually regulated period.

The innovation in service engineering described in this article relates to the result of the questionnaire and the resulting spider web diagram. By using this method, companies in this industry can compare and see at a glance where there is room for improvement once this method has become established.

The result of the service portfolio shows that the manufacturer already offers some services that indicate the first maturity level. Next to this, the company offers also second-stage services in four levels and third-party services in two levels. The example company has the possibility to reach at least the second stage in which the servicing of third-party products is also offered. This, in turn, would increase the company's profile and knowledge of third-party products. An expansion of the service offering to level three should be strategically discussed within the company.

The designed questionnaire to assess the current degree of maturity per service area was subsequently completed by the selected companies, evaluated and visualized. The summarized results of all nine companies are shown in Fig. 6. The figure shows the degree of maturity per service area for each of the nine companies (C1-C9) as well as an average value across all companies (Ø). It can be seen that five of the companies have already reached the highest service level in one or more areas. In contrast, in some areas there have been no services so far.
This is due to the fact that these services are not common or lucrative for the participating companies.

In detail, the results of the service portfolio show that in most cases (especially in the pre-sales phase), companies strive to provide the customer with a high quality and advanced service. As is in most high-wage countries like Austria, companies primarily rely on the knowledge of the employees, which is usually available to a high degree. These services in this early phase of the customer lifecycle are not only beneficial to the customer, but also have positive effects for the company itself. Thus, a company that exudes high know-how competencies will also be perceived as an innovator on the labour market. The results of the survey also reveal a clear trend. Concepts such as "pay on availability" have already been considered and preparatory measures for offering this comprehensive service have already been carried out. Services such as commissioning, maintenance and servicing have long been a long-term component of the companies’ service portfolios. Due to the steadily increasing digitization of production, modernization in the sense of retrofitting is already being offered. Thus, the life of a capital asset of customers can be significantly extended. In order to keep the contact with the customer, some companies support the customer in the use of the equipment for years. This support starts with the purchase with financing offers, the assembly of the equipment and then swing into long-term remote services packages and in some cases up to service level agreements. This connection to the customer is often also found in production, when some companies additionally carry out a "Vendor Management Inventory" or even "Contract Manufacturing" for the customer in addition to the usual offers like warranties and spare part management. However, the frequency of these services offered is limited.

6 CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS

Through the application of maturity models, companies can obtain an overview of the market and determine the status quo of the current service offerings. They also show which services are currently provided in various industries. The literature offers companies several types of approaches that describe the various types of possibilities to add value for the customer. The maturity model of service engineering is based on the comparison of different methods, providing a specific classification of differential services in divergent levels.

A basic idea of the maturity model is the usage as a process for the systematic change of business plans of a company. For one thing, the separate levels or the various industries in these levels can also be offered separately. Then again, however, each properly thought through offer of a service builds on specific prior knowledge. Plant manufacturers, who have already converted their business plan to services, usually have this prior knowledge of the upstream services. If a company wants to offer a special service, this service can also be classified visually using the maturity model. This classification into this approach enables the company to gain insight into the necessary skills and knowledge needed to deliver this service. Furthermore, it can be understood whether in the previous planning certain aspects were left out of consideration. With these findings, a company is able to plan the future strategy and milestones to achieve the particular service, include it in the budgeting process and promote the corresponding organizational changes.

The validation of the maturity model of service engineering showed that the model in its present form is difficult to use in practice. This can be explained by the fact that companies are classified at a low level of maturity with certain services and at a higher level of maturity with others. Therefore, no blanket classification into just one maturity level per company is possible. The questionnaire, which was specifically designed, enables a more complex consideration of the service level in each area of the company. However, the presented maturity model of service engineering does not reflect this yet, so a corresponding extension or detailing of this strategy would be necessary. In addition, further development of the questionnaire would be necessary so that the intensities and the depth of the services offered can also be included in the status elicitation. This would be possible by extending and supplementing the current phrasing of the questions.

Another limiting factor is that the presented maturity model is linked to the special conditions of plant manufacturers. Therefore, it has no general validity and cannot be applied to other industries in the current form. Consequently, it is necessary to re-sharpen the maturity model to the effect that it can be used in various industries. Customers in these different industries have divergent needs, and technological solutions and services offer a variety of hybrid service bundles. A unified questionnaire for different industries would allow cross-industry benchmarking and benefit from the disparate experiences.
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